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I .  GENERAT

l.ol The procedures outlined herein apply spe-
cifically to the conditions usually encoun-

tered where the drop wire uill not cross over
trolley or trolley-bus contact wires or over power
wires or power cables operating at 300 volts or
more. The basic principles presented in this sec-
tion should also be observed in those cases where
conditions necessitate a departure from thc
usual procedures.

l.O4 Drop wire shall not be placed over sec-

ondary electr ic service wires i f  other

means of installing the wire are practical'

l .o5 Refer to Sect ion 462-400-206 for the
method of placing a drop wire over trolley

or trolley-bus contact wires or over power wires
or power cables operating at 300 volts or more.
The methods of raising and lowering drop wire
and replacing a drop wire by pulling the new
wire into the span with the old wire as it is
pulled out of the span are covered in Sections
462-800-311 and 462-800-312.

2. PRECAUTIONS

2.Ol Obtain assistance before placing a drop
wire over streets, highways, or elsewhere,

if traffic, trees, or other conditions are such that
one man cannot do the work safely.

2.Vl Insulding gloves shall be uorn bg all em-
plogees when performing all operations

in whieh the handline or the drop wire may
come in contact with power uiree or power
cables.

2.Og The handline used for raising a drop wire
under the conditions outlined in this sec-

tion shall be free from metallic strands and
shall preferably be dry. However, if weather
conditions are such that it is impracticable to
keep the handline dry, a wet handline may be
used for placing drop wire over secondary elec-
tric service wires operating at less than 300 volts.

2.U In general, one 50-foot and one 100, foot
3/8-inch handline will be needed for the

operations outlined in this section and Section
462-400-206. The handlines should be served at
the ends to prevent unraveling.

2.O5 When it is necessary to carry a handline
up a pole or ladder, secure one end of the

rope to a B Handline Carrier (Fig. 1) attached
to a body belt. The steel loop of the B Handline
Carrier is designed to release the handline if it
is placed under tension while the employee is
climbing a pole or ladder. If no B Handline
Carrier is available, double the end of the hand-
line back on itself for a distance of approxi-
mately 1 foot and place this loop under the side
or back of the body belt so that it will be readily
released if placed under tension.

BOOY EELT

RAWHIDE STRAP

STE€L LOOP

Fig. | - B Hondline Corrier

2.06 Never release the drop wire support from
a wire span while working inside the angle

formed by the wire.

2.O7 Avoid working from a ladder placed
against a bui lding with the side rai ls

crossing a wire run or in any other position
where movement of the wire, due to loosening
of the attachments, would cause an accident.

2.O8 When a drop wire is to be attached to a
span clamp, place the foot of an extension

ladder on the field side of the suspension strand
and not in the street or highway. If there is no
street or highway adjacent to the span clamp,
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place the ladder preferably against the oppo-
site side of the strand from the drop wire run
to the building.

2.O9 If conditions are such that the handline
or the drop wire to which it is attached

may become disengaged from a drive hook, cross-
arm, or slides along the strand or guard arm
while performing the work outlined in this sec-
tion, enclose the handline or drop wire with a
temporary guide loop. This loop consists of a
short length of wire or houseline placed over the
handline or drop wire with the ends of the guide
securely t ied as fol lows:

(a) Drive Hook: Tie one end to the vertical
portion of the drive hook and lash the

other end to the pole.

(b) Crossarm: Tie the ends to adjacent pins
or insulators.

(c) Guard Arm: Tie the ends to the guard
arm on each side of the handline or drop

wire.

(d) Strand: Tie the ends to the strand or the
lashed cable and strand on each side of

the handline or drop wire, or place the hand-
line or drop wire through the hook of a B Span
Clamp.

3. PTACING WIRE OVER STREET OR HIGHWAY -
NO TREE INTERFERENCE

3.01 Where a drop wire to be placed over a
street or highway will not cross over trol-

ley or trolley-bus contact wires, power wires or
power cables operating at over 300 volts, and
there is no tree interference, place the wire as
fol lows:

Caution: Before proceeding with the follow-
ing operations, fasten the inner end of the
coil of drop wire securelg to one of the
springless spokes of the drop wire reel.

(1) Install the first building attachment and
secure the drop wire to this support. Com-

plete the building run in a standard manner.
Keep the drop wire reel on the ground near

the building to avoid accidents resulting from
vehicles striking the wire or pedestrians trip-
ping on it as shown in Fig 2.

(2) Place a handline over the strand, guard
arm, drive hook, or crossarm so that both

ends reach the ground, with no excess length
in that port ion of the handl ine toward the
building. If practicable, the handline may be
formed into a coil at one end and thrown over
the strand. After the handline has been placed,
tie it to the base of the pole or the lower rungs
of the ladder to avoid interference with pe-
destr ians or vehicles. I f  i t  is neeessary to
climb the pole or ladder to place the handline,
install any drop wire support that is needed.

(3) Roll or carry the drop wire reel from the
building to the building side of the street

or highway, paying out the wire along the
ground with sufficient slack to ensure that the
wire rests flat on the ground.

(4) When no traffic is approaching, roll or
carry the drop wire reel across the street

or highway to the previously placed handline,
paying out the wire so that it rests flat on
the ground. If a metal or hard rubber-tired
vehicle passes over the wire, carry the drop
wire reel back to the building side of the high-
way and pull the wire from the highway. In-
spect the wire for possible injury and replace
any portions that are found to be damaged.

(5) Release bhe handline from the base of the
pole or ladder and tie a bowline knot in

the end of the handline toward the building
and around the drop wire at the reel as shown
in Fig. 3, being careful not to raise the wire
above the highway. Wind any excess length
of drop wire on the reel.

(6) Set the brake of the drop wire reel so that
when the wire is raised by the handline

there will be sufficient tension on the wire to
_:nable it to be pulled up to the approximate
required height in the span over the street or
highway.
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(7) After checking to make sure that the drop
wire reel is in a stable position and that

its brake is properly set, grasp the free end of
the handline. When no vehicles or pedestrians
are approaching, raise the drop wire as shown
in Fig. 4. If it is necessary to remove excess
slack from the wire span as it is being raised,
pull the wire at the reel end to obtain the de-
sired slack and wind the excess length of wire
on the reel.

(8) After the drop wire has been raised to the
approximate required height, lash the

handline near the base of the pole or, at a span
clamp, to the lower rungs of the ladder as
shown in Fig. 5.

(9) Climb the pole or, if at a span clamp, the
ladder, and attach the drop wire to the

pole or strand in a standard manner without
removing the handline from the drop wire.
When attaching the drop wire to a span clamp,
bear in mind that the strand is forced out of
line by the ladder resting against it and make
any adjustments that are necessary to avoid
excessive tension in the wire span when work-
ing from the ladder and also to ensure proper
sag and clearance after removal of the ladder.

(10) Remove the handline from the drop wire.
Cut the wire, leaving a sufficient length

to reach the terminating point, and complete
the connection in a standard manner.

(11) Attach the handline and remaining drop
wire to the B Handline Carrier or under

the body belt as previously mentioned and
carry them down the pole in this manner. Do
not drop them to the ground.

4. PTACING WIRE OVER SIREEI OR HIGHWAY -
TREE INTERFERENCE

4.Ol Placing drop wire through trees shall be
avoided whenever practicable. However,

if trees cannot be avoided, the method outlined
in 3.01 shall be modified as follows:

sEcTtoN 46240-205

Caution: Before proceed.ing with the follow-
ing operations, fasten the inner end. of the
coil of drop wire securely to one of the
springless spokes of the drop wire reel.

(a) Procedure where tree is located on the
same side of the street or highway as the

building.

(1) Place the drop wire reel t-,n the side of
the tree toward the pole line. If the

tree overhangs the street, the reel shall not
be placed in the street unless it is properly
guarded by means of a telephone company
truck or something equivalent.

(2) Place the handline among the branches
of the tree in the desired location for

the drop wire, and pull the wire into posi-
tion among the branches. A wire raising
tool may be used to facilitate this operation.

Caution: The handline and drop wire shall
not ouerhang the street unless theg are
properlg guarded. If practicable, park the
telephone companu truck so that it wiII
shield the handline and the d,rop wire.

(3) Attach the drop wire to the building,
as covered in 3.01(1),  making sure that

the wire rests flat on the ground between
the tree and the building.
(4) Complete the wire run to the pole or

to the span clamp as covered in 3.01(2)
to (10) inclusive.

(b) Procedure where tree is located in the im-
mediate vicinity of the pole or span clamp.

(1) When placing the handl ine over the
strand, guard arm, drive hook, or cross-

arm, locate it among the branches of the
tree as illustrated in Fig. 6 in order that
the drop wire may be raised to the proper
position. A wire raising tool may be used
to facilitate this operation. After the hand-
line has been placed, tie it to the base of the
pole or the lower rungs of the ladder to
avoid interference with pedestrians or ve-
hicles.

Caution: The handline shall not oaerhang
the street unless it is properly guarded. If
pract icable, park the telephone companu
truck so that it will shield the handline.
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(2) Proceed as covered in 3.01 or 4.01 (a)
( l ) ,  (2),  (4),  depending on the condi-

tions, except that the wire shall be raised
at the pole or strand end of the span as
follows:

a. With the drop wire crossing the street
and resting flat on the ground, remove

sufficient wire from the drop wire reel to
reach the terminating point and cut the
wire.

b. Tie the end of the drop wire to the
handline as shown in Fig. 6 at a point

in that portion of the handline toward the
building which will permit access to both
ends of the handline from his position on
the ground during the ent ire raising
operation.

Note: If the handline has been placed
over a drive hook or other support on
which a square knot would snag, fasten
the wire to the handline as shown in
Fig. 7.

APPROX. I  IN. LOOP
FOR HANDLINE.

APPROX. I  IN. LOOP
FOR HANOLINE.

SECTTON {6.2-40,',205

orREcYroN oF PULL --------f

?i":"J*hffi'^?,'ilFl'
AND HAI{DLINE TO EI{D OF WIRE.

Fig. 7 - fllfsvnsfs Tie to Prevenl Snogging

c. When no vehicles or pedestrains are ap
proaching, raise the drop wire by pull-

ing that portion of the handline on the
opposite side of the strand from the build-
ing. The portion of the handline toward
the building should pass through employ-
ee's hand as shown in Fig. 8 in order that
he may be able to pull the handline in
either direction to work the drop wire
among the branches of the tree or to pull

the wire to the ground quickly if neces-

HANDLINE SO THAT DROP WIRE CAN
BE PULLED BACK ANO FORTH TO
CLEAR TREE BRAIiICHES AI{O CAI{ BE
PULLED TO GROUI{O IT i lECESSARY.

Fig. 8 - Roising Drop Wire
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3 HALF TWISTS
TO SECURE
GUIDE LOOP.

ANGLE SCREW
APPROX. I IN. LOOP

FOR HANDLINE.

DROP WIRE HOOK
Fig. 9 -

HOUSE BRACKET
TEMPORARY 

. .S. '  KNOB,
oR ?-t /2 lN. No. 18
GALV. WOOo SCREW
aND 7/16 lN. X I  lN.

ROUND WASHER

t 's" KNoB
Temporory Guide Loop

3 WRAPS OF 3/4 l l{.
FRICTION TAPE AROUND

DROP WIRE ONLY.

3 WRAPS OF TAPE AROUNO
DROP WIRE AND HANDLINE.

SHORT LENGTII
OF OROP IYIRE.

HANDLINE ATTACHEO TO OROP WIRE
AT THIS POII{T.

TROL THIS PORTIOI{ OF

RAISE OROP WIRE TO APPROXIXATE
REOUIRED HEIGHT 8Y PULLING
PORTION OF HAilDLINE ON OPPOSITE
SIDE OF STRAND.FROM EUILDII IG.
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d. After the drop wire has been raised
to the approximate required height, tie

the handline to the base of the pole, or, if
at a span clamp, to the lower rungs of the
ladder and proceed as outlined in 8.01(9)
and (10).

5. PI.ACING WIRE OTHER THAN OVER STREET OR
HIGHWAY

5.01 When placing a drop wire other than over
a street or highway, follow the methods

outlined in 3. or 4. if these procedures are neces-
sary in order to raise the wire safely, such as
when spanning from one building to another.
Otherwise, place the wire as follows:

Caution: Before proceeding uith the follow-
ing operations, fasten the inner end of the
coil of drop wire securely to one of the
springless spokes of the drop wire reel.

(1) Install the first building attachment and
complete the wire run on the building,

keeping the drop wire reel near the building
to prevent accidents resulting from vehicles
striking the wire or pedestrians tripping on it.

Note: If obstructions are encountered be-
tween the building and the pole or span
clamp, locate the drop wire reel on the pole
Iine side of the obstruction; place the wire
over or through the obstruction, and then
attach the wire to the building, making sure
that the wire rests flat on the ground be-
tween the obstruction and the building.

(2) Roll or carry the drop wire reel from the
building to the pole or span clamp loca-

tion, paying out the wire so that it rests flat
on the ground.

(3) Tie a bowline knot in one end of the hand-
line around the drop wire at the reel. The

length of the handline shall be greater than
the distance from the ground to the drop wire
attachment point,

(4) Set the brake of the drop wire reel so that
when the wire is raised by the handline

there will be sufficient tension in the wire to
enable it to be pulled to the approximate re-
quired height in the span.

(5) Loop the other end of the handline to a
B Handline Carrier or under the body belt

as described in 2.05 and climb the pole or, if
at a span clamp, the ladder.

(6) Place the handline over the strand, guard
arm, drive hook, or crossarm from the

side toward the building.

(7) Raise the drop wire to the approximate
required height by pulling the handline

over the strand or other support and then lash
the handline to the pole or strand.

(8) Attach the drop wire to the pole or strand
in a standard manner without removing

the handline. When attaching the drop wire
to a span clamp, bear in mind that the suspen-
sion strand is forced out of line by the ladder
resting against it. Make any adjustments that
are necessary to avoid excessive tension in the
wire span when working from the ladder and
also to ensure proper sag and clearance after
removal of the ladder.

(9) Remove the handline from the drop wire.
Cut the wire, leaving a sufficient length

to reach the terminating point, and complete
the connection in a standard manner.

5.02 Place a drop wire between two buildings
in the same manner as for a pole-to-build-

ing run, providing as much sag as practicable in
the wire span. A temporary guide loop, such as
shown in Fig. 9, should be installed on the first
building attachment at which the wire span is
to be raised, to prevent accidental disengage-
ment of the handline from the building attach-
ment. Support the tension in the wire by lash-
ing the handline, which was used in raising the
wire, to a substantial and secure support near
the base of the building ancl then install the
second drop wire clamp of the span.
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